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GENERAL NEWS
Website. Dave Briggs runs the club website, check it out at

www.nelsonrmc.org, it is

being continually updated.
SUBS:

If you have not yet paid your subs please contact Hub.

MEETINGS

Please check your emails for up to date information.

Committee:
If any of you wish to become more active in the running of our club, please contact a member of
the committee.
This edition contains a lot of photos. You can get a clearer view of them by zooming in. To do
this just press Ctrl Shift +
To zoom back out it‟s Ctrl shift -

Field Trip to Riwaka Quarries – Written by Mike Blowers, helped by Stephen Eagar
A group of 15 Rock and Mineral Club members met at the Riwaka Quarry, site of the old Motueka Lime Plant. We
were met by Grant Pound who gave us an introduction to the quarry. They are only operating in the summer because
winter conditions are too muddy to work. The lime deposit is pretty mixed, the better quality white crystalline material
is used for decorative stone and they have a gold coloured material which is marketed as “Motueka Gold” The base of
the quarry, where we parked, is not actively mined at present and is used to stockpile the various grades of rock
trucked down from the upper benches, which could not be seen from below. Grant said that there was granite to the
east of the deposit and behind the deposit, so we pricked up our ears at this, anticipating an interesting contact and
perhaps metamorphic minerals. He said there were also caves or cracks on the east side which would be of interest.
Most of the group immediately headed up the track but one or two picked through the various piles of lime lying
around before heading upwards. About 100 metres along and up the track was an old bench to the right where a number of us spent a good deal of time scratching about. The face was somewhat weathered but the layers of lime could be
clearly seen dipping at an angle of about 45 degrees to the west. The layers were of very uneven quality, some quite
hard and crystalline, other layers microcrystalline, some hard, some soft, here and there were layers of earthy material
and in some places the limestone had been faulted and sheared. There were areas where the shearing andfaulting had
somehow allowed the incorporation of carbonaceous material, as when this black streaked limestone was dissolved in
acid it resulted in a residue of finely divided carbon.
Another couple of hundred metres along and up the track and we came to the main working bench, excavated flat to
about the area of a rugby field, with a working face on the far side and the track carrying on above this face. By the
time I reached here most had already collected their samples and were preparing to depart. There were two main areas
of interest, one in the center of the open area and the other on far wall where a couple of the group were still working
(see picture). In the central area of the bench there were pieces not of limestone but of a very white, almost sugary
crystalline quartzite in which there were smears of epidote and inclusions of an attractive pink mineral, identified later
as thulite, none of which reacted with acid. We assumed a contact perhaps, intrusion and metamorphism, whatever
these rocks were broken apart and disappeared into our packs. It was not clear whether the material was close to its
position of formation or had been moved by the mining, but Stephen had collected a mix of rock types which identified conclusively a contact or a pegmatite, and photos of the rocktypes he found are pictured below.

. The far face was not indicative of any major
contact or intrusion,, but in the middle of the
face there was a small collapsed cave or void
which had served as a reservoir for lime solutions which over time had crystallised into
beautiful, closely packed, clear, elongated
crystals. From a distance it looked like a layer
of frozen ice. There was just time for me to
collect a few pieces and take a couple of photos before everyone headed down to the base
for lunch.

120mm wide sample from the lime
solutions which over time had crystallised into beautiful, closely packed,
clear, elongated crystals.

Calcite Iceberg

Upper bench, near group onto inrtusives,
far group at collapsed cave

Clean microcrystal limestone with carbonaceous material mid picture and earthy layer
to right.

Massive clustered layer of clear calcite crystal mass
at base of collapsed cave

Face at 1st bench, showing variable quality
of banded lime layers

Pink thulite with epidote and black manganese dioxide growths (todorokite?), in
white “sugary” quartz,

Small cluster of dog tooth spar (FOV
approx2cm) from upper bench.

After lunch we headed down the Riwaka resurgence road for about six kilometers, parked the cars and followed a farm
track for 200 meters to the site of an occurrence of pink marble. It was not exactly a quarry, but a site where from time
to time small amounts of the pink marble was extracted for decorative projects like fireplace surrounds. The area was
well covered in grass and there was no obvious outcrop, but boulders of limerock were scattered here and there and
were well picked over by our team, looking for crystal filled voids and any particularly pretty pieces. The colour of the
rock varied from pink to a dark orange red, of a fine granular crystalline nature. The few small voids, when viewed
under the microscope, contained perfect little rhomboid crystals (squashed box shape), some pink and others perfectly
clear. The crystals are about 0,2 mm in size, so they are too small to say whether they exhibit double refraction, as do
the larger, clear rhomboid calcite crystals that we are familiar with

Pink feldspar chip melts and darkens
on heating

120mm wide sample of the red/pink marble

Rhomboidal calcite crystals found in the voids
of the red/pink marble. This photo is 2.2mm

Thank you Peter Ingrams for leading this great trip. I know it was a mission to contact the right
people to access these sites.

Georgia Landscapes and Rocks – Uta Purcell
Uta went to Georgia in May 2016 with a group of four from NZ, Australia and the UK for a botanical exploration trip.
Of course the landscapes, peoples, culture and history were important to their enjoyment and although Uta is only a
recently joined member of the Rock and Mineral Club, she recognised the Geology she passed through was something
special, there were some amazing rock formations to see.They enjoyed great hospitality and Georgian feasts, but food
and housing conditions in the mountains were difficult.
From Tbilisi they went in 7 different directions, indicated by the stars
on the map. They visited the Greater & Lesser Caucas Mountains, steppe, semi-desert, a wine-growing region with
Mediterranean climate, high passes, some lime
stone regions, but overwhelmingly volcanic landscapes. The pictures selected here feature volcanic landscapes, some
rock features, and the use of rocks.
They travelled the Georgian Military Highway over Cross Pass, where it sleeted on them as they botanized, and went
as far as the Russian border.
From the Lesser Caucasus They had views into Turkey.At David Gareja Cave Monastery they skirted the border to
Azerbaijan, south of Akhaltsikhewhere they walked through Armenian settlements.Georgia has a proud and long history of gold mining and wine making,

Travertine seep on Cross Pass

Stone built building said to be earthquake proof
pattern

South Ossetia Volcanic Plateaus

TavkvetiliVolcanoe 2583m

Extinct volcano Mt Kasbek 5047m

Twisted basalt columns – Khade Valley

David Gareja,Monastery

David Gareja,Monastery dwellings cut into sandstone – notetilted
sediments layering at same angle on all scarps behind the monastery,
right down the valley

Brief note on Georgian geology. The southern portion of Georgia was part of Gondwana, which collided with the
Eurasian plate in the Mesozoic period, causing the uplift of the Greater Caucasasmountains and the release of volcanic
lavas.during this and later periods. (similar possibly to the subduction zone that raised the Andes) The map below
shows rock resources, volcanics to the north and south and the limestone and marble in the central areas which was
laid down in the Tethys Ocean probably contemporaneous with the Italian limestone deposits

More details of mineral resources at http://www.ifsdeurope.com/mineral.html#null
(Compiled by Uta and Mike)

"Whisky on the Rocks from the Year of the Politician" or "How to
Find a PhD Field area" by Professor Rick Sibson
When Rick first agreed to give us a talk it was to be titled “HebrideanExploration”, a fairly self explanatory title, so I
was surprised when he phoned the week before our meeting and said he had changed the titleto "Whisky on the Rocks
from the Year of the Politician" or "How to Find a PhD Field area". Now I didn‟t quite know what to expect and neither did many of the other members of the audience, at least at first.
He began by explaining the difficulty he had faced, when trying to decide what to study for his PhD. His Prof at Imperial College had suggested a study in the European Alps, where the Prof. himself was working, but that would have
involved reading numerous papers in German, French, and Italian, so he looked elsewhere and decided on the Outer
Hebrides, where English (of a sort) was spoken and the granites and gneisses, along with a major thrust fault structure,had been little studied. He contrasted his freedom to choose his study area with today‟s money governed research
where students are largely constrained by economics and the need to choose from projects funded by either by industry or research councils. So this explained the second part of the title of his talk.
Having decided on the Hebrides he set about studying the geology and the general area. An article in New Scientist
“The Geology of Whisky Galore” by Peter Francis told the story about the well-knownwartime shipwreck close to the
trace of the Outer Hebrides Thrust. The shiphad a cargo of whiskywhich the villagers then proceeded to salvage for
themselves. The film Whisky Galore, was based on this incident and the stricken ship was the “SS Politician”. The
writer of the original story, and the screenplay, was the well known Scottish writer and wit, Compton McKenzie (since
knighted!) So now we knew what the title of his talk was all about.
But Rick‟s talk was about the geology of the place and although this was spiced with local stories, told in a cultivated
Hebridean accent of course, he outlined the work he and local colleagues were doing. He began with a brief review of
the then “New” theory of Plate Tectonics
with recognition of the importance of earthquakes defining active plate boundaries. The
Caledonian collision orogeny in NW Scotland with activation of major thrust faults on
the mainland and in the Outer Hebrides likely
resulted from closure of a former ProtoAtlantic ocean
The Outer Hebrides Islands consist of
strongly metamorphosed(amphibolite –
granulite facies) and multiply deformedArchaean basement gneisses, the Lewisian
Complex, nonconformablyoverlain on the
mainland by Proterozoic Torridoniansandstones which in turn are unconformably overlain by a Cambro-Ordovician shelf sequenceall disrupted by the Moine Thrust running up the mainland west coast. The Archaean basement is shown by the “pink bits”
on this map.

Early geologistsreferred to these basement gneisses as “The Old Boy”; they can be likened to variably stirred porridge
and are dissected by dyke swarms, the Scourie dykes of about 2400-2200 Ma with the gneisses subsequently
„restirred‟ during theLaxfordian orogeny(c.1900 – 1600 Ma).
The next map shows the local faulting, including the well-known Moine Thrust Fault on the mainland, which caused
much debate in the late 1800s because of the apparent anomaly of older sedimentary strata overlying younger strata,
which could not be explained at the time. The solution was eventually worked out by geologists Peach and Horne and

others in the late 19th century. The site of the Moine Thrust at Knockan Crag is now a geological showpiecewell worth
visiting.Rick‟s study of the faulting here could be said to have led to a lifelong association with faults and faulting. He
mapped the distribution of fault-rocks within the Outer Hebrides thrust zone, recognizing a progression from belts of
brittle fault rocks (pseudotachylytes and cataclasites) in the west to more ductilephyllonitic shear zones in the east.
Phyllonites are phyllosilicate-rich hydrated mylonites(first recognized by Charles Lapworth in the Moine thrust in
1882) formed by ductile aseismic shearing under retrograde metamorphic conditions). Pseudotachylyte veins
(typically 1-100 mm thick) occur along brittle faults and also as irregular veins injected into fault wallrocks. Faulthosted pseudotachylytes are believed to form as a consequence of friction-melting during episodes of rapid fault slip
(earthquakes) and can thus be regarded as „paleo-earthquakes‟.On a display table he had samples of pseudotachylyte
from the Hebrides and a number of samples from the Alpine Fault in South Westland, New Zealand. These samples
attracted much admiring attention and the Club may well take up Rick‟s suggestion of a field trip down to South Westland.
His discussion of faults continued with a description of the differences between the brittle fracture regime and the ductile regime and the effects of temperature and pressure on these zones.

Rick then progressed onto earthquakes
and the energy released by discontinuous shearing in the brittle zone and the
question of how continuous shearing in
the deeper areas does not translate into
quakes because of ductile flow. In continental crust the base of the seismogenic
(earthquake-generating) zonevaries with
crustal composition, depending on the
softening temperatures of quartz (c. 350
°C) and feldspar (c.450 °C).

He then moved onto the part played by thrusts and faults and the seismogenic region in the movement of hydrothermal
fluids and the deposition of silica and gold from these solutions.
Firstly he commented on the fact that gold is widely contained
by many rock types, but is present only in barely measurable
trace amounts; howeverunder hydrothermal conditions a fluid
volume as large as Wellington Harbour (c. 1 km3) could transport some 10 tonnesof gold, raising the conundrum of whatgeological mechanismcan get gold into deposits at mineable
concentrations? The answer is basically that the movement of
vast volumes of hydrothermal fluid picks up the gold in solution
and moves it through areas where the gold can be deposited,
namely intermittently permeable faults. The following image
from his presentation gives a summary of the situation. I think
his answer to the question “What use is gold?” is not the usual
answer to the question but merely a geologist‟s practical take on
it–gold is a tracer for high flux hydrothermal flow and geologists
can use the distribution of gold to speculate on the mechanisms
of concentration!

Mesothermal gold systems related to reverse
faulting and orogenic movement result in more
extensive deposits, persisting at depth, due to the
higher pressure flow of metamorphic fluids from
the compressive regime of the fault movement.Rick gave a number of examples of extensive reverse fault deposits, such as the Mother
Lodebelts in the Sierra Foothills, California, including the Pine Tree Mine, Hell Hollow, and the
Harvard Mine near Jamestown.

My understanding of the complexities of the gold deposition mechanisms that Rick postulates is, to say the
least, a little hazy, so I hope you (and he) will not mind if I quote the abstract to his paper “High-angle reverse faults, fluid-pressure cycling, and mesothermal gold-quartz deposits”, published in Geology 16(6),
January 1988, which says it all far better than I can.
“Many mesothermal gold-quartz deposits are localized along high-angle reverse or reverse-oblique
shear zones within greenstone belt terrains. Characteristically, these fault-hosted vein deposits exhibit
a mixed "brittle-ductile" style of deformation (discrete shears and vein fractures as well as a schistose
shear-zone fabric) developed under greenschist facies metamorphic conditions. Many of the vein systems are of considerable vertical extent (>2 km); they include steeply dipping fault veins (lenticular
veins subparallel to the shear-zone schistosity) and, in some cases, associated flats (subhorizontal
extensional veins). Textures of both vein sets record histories of incremental deposition. We infer that
the vein sets developed near the roofs of active metamorphic/magmatic systems and represent the
roots of brittle, high-angle reverse fault systems extending upward through the seismogenic regime.
Friction theory and field relations suggest that the high-angle reverse faults acted as valves, promoting
cyclic fluctuations in fluid pressure from supralithostatic to hydrostatic values. Because of their unfavorable orientation in the prevailing stress field, reactivation of the faults could only occur when fluid
pressure exceeded the lithostatic load. Seismogenic fault failure then created fracture permeability
within the rupture zone, allowing sudden draining of the geopressured reservoir at depth. Incremental
opening of flats is attributed to the prefailure stage of supralithostatic fluid pressures; deposition within
fault veins is attributed to the immediate postfailure discharge phase. Hydrothermal self-sealing leads
to reaccumulation of fluid pressure and a repetition of the cycle. Mutual crosscutting relations between
the two vein sets are a natural consequence of the cyclicity of the process. Abrupt fluid-pressure fluctuations from this fault-valve behavior of reverse faults seem likely to be integral to the mineralizing
process at this structural level.”
Finishing on a light note, Rick acknowledged that,in spite of all of this science, there were other theories of earthquake causation. He showed a quick picture of the Japanese “Golden Namazu”, the
mythical giant subterranean catfish that lives beneathJapan and occasionally wriggles about setting off
violent earthquakes.
Thanks Rick for a very interesting, informative and entertaining talk

(Summarized by Mike Blowers, with assistance)
If anyone wishes to get a fuller understanding I have a copy of a 1988 paper of Rick’s “Fault rocks and
fault mechanisms” Mike
AND THE WINNER IS………...

Find of the month competition,
August 2018.
Fossilised wood from Rabbit Island, Nelson NZ
Specimen found by Tez Hardwick.
Probably been washed up after
travelling from Ruby Bay.

The winner of the July Find of the Month was Dave Buchan with a hand sized serpentine rock coated in micro aragonite crystals. Photo of the specimen, plus a couple of photos of Aragonite (and Hydromagnesite) collected on the
same trip to Lee Valley Serpentine Quarry.

Dave‟s winning entry

Aragonite splay

Hydromagnesite on Aragonite

Photo is 2.2mm wide

Photo is 2.5mm wide

Here is the winning photo submitted by Dave
Briggs in Septembers fledgling Photo of the
Month completion.
This competition is open to everyone so why
not enter your best mineral photos? Even if
you don‟t win, members at the meeting
would like to see them

In addition to the competitions there is always a “Display Table” where members can display their collections of
rocks or minerals according to the monthly theme, or any specimen they wish identified or would like to show off to

Display table, August 2018

In September three miscellaneous minerals were displayed with a story behind each of them. Steve Cross described
a galena sample he obtained from a boulder of galena he found in an old mining area in the Lake District of the UK.
Dave Redell (a new member) described how a piece of serpentine rock picked up on a tramp led him to puzzle its
geological origin and join the Club and Mike Blowers passed around a small gold nugget, which went missing during a gold mining class in a village in New Guinea, which shamed the villagers, but the culprit was eventually
found by the villagers own investigations and the nugget returned, much to the joy of the villagers and to Mike.

Mike Blowers prized gold nugget (with
a history)

Circumstances prevented Professor Don McFarlane from attending our April meeting, so we had several volunteers lined up to fill the gap. The first two in line were Tom Brown and Uta Purcell and they filled the gap
with two overseas visits.
Iceland Geology (Light) Tom Brown
Tom gave us a summary of his tour around Iceland which he illustrated with photos he had taken of a few features of Icelandic Geology that he found interesting. He found that the information that is readily available
about Iceland is often simplified to the extent that it is actually incorrect. It wasn‟t specifically a geological
tour but of course Tom with his usual thoroughness, had good pictures to show the geology and he had a theory for each of the formations he met.
Iceland is an Island on a mid ocean rift zone and also happens to coinside with a volcanic plume, giving a generalised „S‟ shaped rift zone from the South West to the North East. A slightly complicating factor is that the
rift zone splits in the SW leaving a geological plate (Hrepflekninn ) in between. The tourists who swim in the
Alamanyja Gorge at Thingvillar are all told that they are touching the American tectonic plate with one hand
and the Eurasian plate with the other hand. The „Bridge between two Continents‟ is a similar tourist gimmick
in the far South West. It is situated within a rift zone some five to about seven kilometres wide.

An oxbow stream in a sloping valley that
would be unusual here was put up for discussion, with the suggestion that the landscape may have tilted since the formation
of the stream.
A lot of the landscape is formed from
many successive lava flows with hexagonal basalt columns formed during slow
cooling. A photo of bent basalt columns
provoked discussion as it would appear
that the basalt must have cooled sufficiently to form columns, but still have
been hot enough to bend without fracturing. A topic for further discussion.

The discussion of the formation of these columns and whether the basalt would form horizontal columns if the molten
material had flowed in a horizontal manner compared to the more regularly forming vertical columns. It was noted that
Mike Johnstone had shown us similarly spectacular angled columns in his talk on Antarctic landforms in November. No
definitive answer was to be had but interestingly, some light was thrown on the formation of the columns when Dave
Briggs sent a link to this website - https://www.theguardian.com/science/2018/apr/12/scientists-solve-mystery-of-howgiants-causeway-was-formed .
Another type of basalt column called „Klassars‟ are intriguing. They seem to have formed independently of lava fields,
and are hollow in the centre as might be expected by venting steam. Current thinking is that they are from small lava intrusions into a lake or temporarily dammed river, and have formed in a similar way to undersea „smokers‟.
At Myvatn which is on the rift zone in the North, there are a number of pseudocraters that look like they are in a row. The
available explanation is that pseudocraters are rootless craters i.e. with no apparent connection to a magma chamber, and
that they are formed by lava flowing over a marsh or similar source of water, the water then flashing to steam & blasting
a crater. Some of these craters are large in diameter which has to indicate that the initial explosion was not just near the
surface. A member of the audience suggested that a certain depth would be needed for the force to be directed up rather
than sideways. Someone else suggested that the actual heat source could be a forming dyke contacting water, which is a
suggestion that should be followed up.
On the East Coast of Iceland are some extrusions of Rhyolite, and also some spectacularly pointed mountains of the granite, Gabbro. The Gabbro, a basic granite, could be from deep under the edge of the plate.
A suggestion from the audience was that the plates may have thickened towards the edges, and the fjords on the East and
North West could be from the land sinking under the weight, but other theories are rebound from glacial retreat or differential buoyancy of central areas due to the underlying Iceland plume.
Finally two pictures Tom didn‟t show, which he explained as follows:In the Lonely Planet Guide there is mention of an artwork at the wharf of a fishing village on the East Coast called
Djupivogur( pronounce something like Jupevoor ). It is 34 birds eggs made from Granite, by a famous artist I have never
heard of, representing the local bird population & naturally I expected to learn a bit about Granite. We were very tired &
„museumed out‟ and the plinths had only a simple plaque naming the supposed represented bird. The cost of manufacturing these must have been eye watering as they were each around a metre long and apparently done on a sort of lathe.
Naturally, I had expected the granite to be Icelandic but I read later that it was all actually imported from China.
As we turned to go back to the car, I was harbouring dark thoughts about Local Authorities who squander money on
largely irrelevant art, when we couldn‟t help but notice the striking modern Sculpture gracing the front yard of the fishing boat workshop opposite
the wharf. It had no plaque or note in Lonely Planet but I presume it is a
representation of the existential relationship between two broken down old
trailers and a fridge.

Alan Matthew’s Undergraduate Thesis – Summary of Talk to R & M Club – September 2018
Alan talked about his thesis work on a small stream in central Norfolk, UK, by relating to three emotional times that
he experienced.
Firstly - Shock and horror. After several weeks of planning, Alan placed his 80 painted luminescent pebbles into
the Greenlee Brook. This stream was chosen as being completely natural in on old meadow, and with no sign of human interference. The intention was to return after 3 months vacation in Canada to measure the alignment and resting
angle of each stone in relation to the direction and speed of the water. The A-axis / B-axis ratio of each stone had
been measured, and the hope was to find some correlation with the water flow. 2 Days before flying to Canada a final check on the stream produced shock and horror – 2 tractors were dredging the stream and not a single pebble
could be found!
Second – Thrilled and Elated. Alan was forced to re-think his thesis. Having been presented with a man-made
„virgin‟ stream bed, he set about examining the factors affecting the longitudinal profile of the stream. Considerable
surveying, mapping and discharge measurements were needed. In the course of the many discharge measurements
and calculations that he made, Alan experimented with unorthodox graphing methods. He soon realized that he had
invented an extremely accurate (99%) yet much faster method of measuring river discharge compared to the official
internationally recognised British Standards procedures. He was delighted with his discovery.
Further playing with the graphs lead to another discovery. Based on his work on the
small stream, the graphs allowed Alan to accurately predict where the stream bed was
being eroded and where deposition was occurring.The commercial benefit for river
navigation and dredging around the world were probably worth billions of dollars. He
was really chuffed.
He applied to do post-graduate research to further explore and expand his findings at
four leading UK universities for this type of research – University College London,
Liverpool, Hull and Exeter. All four offered places. Alan was over the moon. He was
hoping for one, but all four!!!!

Third –Disappointment. In 1970 England, you couldn‟t decide for yourself to do research, you needed an invitation. Alan had four. But you also needed a grant and science grants were awarded by the N.E.R.C. – the National
Environmental Research council. They have rules. To get a grant, a second class Honours degree was not enough – it
had to be an Upper Second or First Class Honours. Alan was never an academic student (undiagnosed dyslexic didn‟t
help). Good ideas – yes, but top student - no. So no grant, no research in fluvial geomorphology – only sadness for
what he may have discovered. So he turned to marketing and industrial selling for a career.

Alan revisiting the thesis sites in Norfolk, 2015

UPCOMING EVENTS
Future program (possible, but definitely not finalised– Check your emails for updates)

More information

Oct 18th

Club Meeting: Minerals

Steve Webb

Oct 20th - 22nd

Weekend field trip: Reefton

Ian Ladds/John Taylor

Nov 15th

Club meeting and AGM D‟Urville Island talk

Logan Coote

Nov 18th

Day field trip: TBA

Dec

Xmas BBQ

TBA

Program details are a bit sketchy, but there is a committee meeting programmed for next week so an updated programme will then be distributed by email. Also, details will be on our website

Tim Saunderson as many members know, is a valued member of our club who has shifted to
Auckland.
He is still very active with his interest, and if you would like to see what he is up to you may subscribe to his newsletter which he publishes on an ad-hoc basis.
This is free, all you need to do is email Tim and he will send you a copy whenever he publishes.
His email is saphesia@gmail.com and the 3rd issue of his Geonews was produced on 24th February 2018. A well presented and informative read.
A large rock saw is available for rock cutting at a reasonable price, TheRockFella 10 King Edward street Motueka. Call 022 137 4574 for details

